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The study of differentiation of integrals has led to the study of maximal functions.

In the development of harmonic analysis, the most powerful result connected with

Lebesgue's theorem was that of the Hardy-Littlewood Maximal Theorem. This max-

imal theorem implies Lebesgue's theorem, and the maximal function and its variants

have played an important role in many areas of harmonic analysis such as singular

integral operators, Hardy spaces, BMO (bounded mean oscillation) spaces.

One of the variants of the maximal function is the maximal function along hyper-

surfaces. In this dissertation, we will investigate the boundedness of the maximal

function along surfaces of revolution in Euclidean spaces. Following the Calderon-

Zygmund method of rotation, we shall further investigate its boundedness in Lebesgue

mixed norm spaces.
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Maximal Operators Along Surfaces of Revolution

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Notation:

Let X = (Xi, x2, ..., Xn), y = (Y11 Y2, Yn), be points in Rn and dx, dy,

denote Lebesgue measures. Let x-y stand for the usual inner product of x and y, and

let lx1 denote the usual norm of x. If A is a measurable subset of Rn, its Lebesgue

measure will be denoted by A. sn denotes the n-dimensional unit sphere in Rn+1;

and do- is the induced Lebesgue measure on Sn

For a measurable function f defined on Rn , we say that f is in LP (Rn), 1 < p < oo,

if

II/11p = [f, (X)11) ddP < °C

The space L" (Rn) consists of all measurable functions on Rn which are essentially

bounded; i.e.,

Ilf = infft : mfx : If(x)1 > = < oo.

Here m{x : f (x)1 > t} represents the Lebesgue measure of the set {x : f (x) > t} .

We will use the notation LP (Lq (X), Y) to denote Lebesgue mixed norm spaces. That

is, if

II hll Lp(Lq)
E

II hIlL,(x)Lp(y) = [fy (fx 111(X, y) dx) dyF < o ,

then we say that h(x,y) E LP (L).

If f E (R), the Fourier transform of f is the function f defined by letting

f (x) =f f (Y)erix dY
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for all x e Rn . Note that if f is integrable on Rn , then is continuous and bounded

on R.

If f and g belong to Li(Rn), their convolution h = f * g is the function whose

value at x c Rn is

h(x) f (x y)g(y) dy.

Observe that f (x y)g(y) is a measurable function of the two variables x and y, and

by appealing to Fubini's Theorem, we obtain 1117,11 < M11119111.

1.2 Preliminaries:

Fubini's Theorem:

Let (X, M, Lt) and (Y, N, v) be two a finite measure spaces and f an integrable

function on X x Y. Then

For almost all x, the function fx defined by fx(y) = f(x,y) is an integrable

function on Y.

For almost all y, the function fY defined by f' (x) = f (x, y) is an integrable

function on X.

f f (x, y) d(y) is an integrable function on X.

I f (x, y) dp,(x) is an integrable function on Y.

fx fy f dvd,a = f f d(11 x v) = f f f dv.
)(xY Y

Tonelli's Theorem:

Suppose (X, NI, ,u) and (Y, N, v) are afinite measure spaces. Let f be a nonnegative

measurable function on X x Y. Then

(a) For almost all x, the function fx defined by fx(y) = f(x,y) is a measurable

function on Y.
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For almost all y, the function fY defined by fY(x) = f(x,y) is a measurable

function on X.

f f (x, y) dv(y) is a measurable function on X.

f f(, y) d(x) is a measurable function on Y.

(e) fI f dv dp, f f d(p x v) = f f dp dv.
Jc 17 3cxY 17 X

Holder's Inequality:

Suppose f E LP (R), and g E Lq(Rn), where p and q are conjugate, and p> 1. Then

fg E L', and IVA 5_ IlflIplIgIlq.

Lebesgue's Theorem:

Let f be a locally integrable function defined on R. Then

1
lim (y) f (x)=r>0 (x, L(x,r) f

for almost every x in R1.

Hardy-Littlewood's Maximal Theorem: [13]

Let f be a given function defined on R. Let M f be the corresponding Hardy-

Littlewood maximal function defined by

1
M f (x) = sup If(Y)1

r>o (x , 7)1 Jrn(x,r)

If f E LP (11n), 1 <p < oo, then the function Mt is finite almost everywhere.

If f E (R'), then for every ce > 0

Trifx : (M f)(x) > < Pja fRn dx,

where A is a constant which depends only on the dimension n.



(c) If f E LP (R), 1 <p < oo , then M f E LP (R7) and

where Ap depends only on p and the dimension n.

(d) Let 0 be an integrable function on R1, and set 0,(x) = E > 0. Sup-

pose that the least decreasing radial majorant of 0 is integrable; i.e., let 71)(x) =

suplyl>ix 10(y)1, and we suppose firtn 0(x) dx = A < oo. Then with the same A,

sup (f *0,)(x)1 A M(f)(x), f E LP(Rn), < p < 00.
f >0

Theorem C: [7]

Let tk, k E Z, be probability measures in Rn . For 1 < m < n, define /Pk (E)

= 14(E x Rn-m) for every Borel subset E of Rm; in terms of Fourier transforms,

this means g(e°)) = ((°) 0). Let {ak},,, be a lacunary sequence, i.e., ak > 0,

infkEz{a1=±1} = a> 1. Suppose that for some a > 0,
ak

iiik((°), e(1)) - 0)1 < ciak+i(')

vik(e), e(1))1 < ('3) E Rrn, (1) e Rnm

supk * g(x(°))1

is a bounded operator on LP (Rm), for all p> 1, ( x(°) E Rm )

Then suPk * f (x) is also a bounded operator on LP(R) for all p> 1.

Plancherel's Theorem:

If f (Rn) fl L2(]?'), then 11i112 = and the Fourier transform defined on

L1 (R) n L2 / 7-)n,(it ) extends uniquely to an isomorphism of L2 (R).

4

Minkowski's Inequality for Integrals: [13]

Let (X, M, and (Y, N, v) be afinite measure spaces, and let f be an M 0 N



measurable function on X x Y. Then for 1 <p < co,

[f (f If (x, dv(y)Y5 di-(x)1P f [f If (x, d[t(X)]P dv(Y).

Marcinkiewicz's Interpolation Theorem: [16]

Suppose T is a subadditive operator of weak type (p3, q3), where 1 < < q3 < Do for

j 0, 1 and qb q1, then T is of type (pt, qt) provided that

where 0 <t < 1.

The Analytic Interpolation Theorem: [16]

Let S = {z E C : 0 < Rz < 1}. Suppose {Tz}, z e S, is an admissible family of

linear operators satisfying

TiyfHqo Mo(Y)11fIlp0 and IlTi+iyf I I qi (Y) IlfIlpi

for all simple functions f in Ll(M,m, p,), where 1 < p3 < q3 < oo. it/3(y), j 0, 1,

are independent of f and satisfy

sup exp(-41) log WO < oo,
oo<y<co

for some b< it. Then if 0 < t < 1, there exists a constant Mt such that

Ttfq mtlIfIlpt

for all such simple functions f, provided that

1 1 t t

Pt Po Pi
and

1 1 t t

Pt Po Pi
and

1 1 t t
+Th

qt go gi

1 1 t t
+

qt q0 ql

5



Chapter 2

Maximal Operators in Euclidean Spaces

2.1 Introduction:

There is a pair of operators. One is the maximal operator M defined by

M f (x, xn) = s{ru>lij, Li LI, If (x Y, X n (0) 1 dY} (x,Y e Rn - ' , xn, C R),

where F(y) . - F(y) is a real, measurable, and radial function defined on Rn - ' . Here

f is in LP (Rn), p > 1.

The other is the singular integral operator T defined by

Q(Y) (T f(x,xn) p.v. f h(y) lyln_i f kX Y, Xn F(Y)) 47

where h is an arbitrary bounded radial function, and Q(Y) is the well-known Calderon-

y/Zygmundkernel. The boundedness of these two operators along surfaces were studied

by several authors (for example, see [5], [7], [9]). In the paper [5], without imposing

any hypothesis on the surface (x, F(x)), Lung-Kee Chen and Dashan Fan proved that

the operator T f (x, xn) is bounded on LP (R72) for 1 < p < oc, n > 3, provided that

the one-dimensional maximal operator

1
Mr g(xn) = sup { - f - F(t)) dt}

r>0 r Itl<r

is bounded on LP (R) for all p> 1.

The purpose of this thesis is to estimate the bound of the maximal operator

M f (x, x72), using the same hypothesis as in [5]. Recently in [9], it was shown that if

F c c2[o, Do), r(o) = 0, and F is convex and increasing, then Mf is bounded on

LP(R) for all p > 1, n > 3 (see [9]). In this paper, we obtain a more general result,

including the case Ti = 2, and with fewer restrictions on F. Our work was motivated

by the work of J. Duoandikoetxea and J. L. Rubio de Francia (see [7]).

6



2.2 Theorem 1:

Let F be a real, measurable, and radial function defined on RY1-1. Then for n > 4, M

is a bounded operator on LP (1=r) for all p > 1, provided that the maximal operator

Mpg is bounded on LP (R) for all p> 1. The conclusion also holds when n = 2 or 3,

subject to the following additional conditions:

Either

F(r) E L'(R),

r(r) is monotone on [0, oo), and

is increasing on suppF' n [0, oo)

OR

Mr) E Ll(R), and

1r(r)1 is increasing on supp F' n [0, Do).

2.3 Corollary 1:

Suppose F E C1{0,00), and that

F is strictly increasing on [0, oo),

F' is increasing on (0, oo).

Then the maximal operator M is bounded on L' (R') for all p> 1, n > 4.

Let F be C1 on its compact support. If F is strictly increasing on its compact support,

and if F' is increasing on its support, then the above result also holds for n > 2.

2.4 Corollary 2:

Let F E C1[0, oo). Suppose that

F(0) = 0, and F is strictly increasing on [0, oo),

F' is decreasing on (0, oo),

t F(t) is increasing on (0, oo) for some a > 0.

7



Then the maximal operator M is bounded on LP(R) for all p> 1, n > 4.

Remark:

If we change hypothesis a) in corollary 1 to "F is strictly decreasing on [0, Do)", then

the same result holds for all p > 1, n > 4.

Many authors have obtained results somewhat similar to those in the corollaries above,

for example, see [6], [9], [10], [15].

Examples:

If F is convex increasing ( such as tq, q > 1 ), and has compact support, then by

corollary 1, the maximal operator M is bounded on LP (R) for all p> 1, n > 2.

If F is of the type tq, 0 < q < 1, then by corollary 2, the maximal operator M is

bounded on L(R) for all p> 1, n > 4.

If F is convex decreasing ( such as tq, q < 0 ), then by the remark, the maximal

operator M is bounded on LP (Rn) for all p> 1, n > 4.

2.5 Proof of Theorem 1:

Throughout this paper, the constant C is not necessarily the same each time it

appears. The proof of this theorem is an application of theorem C in [7].

For k e Z, define ,nk and ,tt2 by

= 1 I kei(e'Y 6iF(Y)) dy, and
(2k)n- IY1 2

it'k (en) = (0, 1 eienF(Y) dy; y E Rn-1,
(29n-1 flyl<2k

Then itk are finite Borel measures and 1U4 > 0.

For f E LP (Rn), g E LP(R), we have

ilk * f (x, xn) = f f (x Y, X n, F (0) dy, and
ly1.(2k

E R.

8



[t(ik * g(xn)

It is clear that

1
sup 1/4 * g(xn)1 < C sup { (xn F(t)) dt} .

r>0 r It1<r

Thus supk * g(x) 1 is bounded on LP(R) for all p> 1.

Observe that

1

(2k
\ n-1
) flyl<2k g (xn F(Y)) dY ; x, y c Rn-1, xn E R.

iik(0,e.)1 =

So for 12k1 5_ 1, fl)1 Cl2k1 cl2kel

In order to apply Theorem C in [7], it remains to show that Itik(, en)1 C12'el 2'

We begin with the case n = 2:

1
ei" eiG'r(Y) dy; en, E RPk(n) 2k fly,<2k

Integrating by parts yields

{) 1 1 piYpiG,.r(y)
1-1k() en) iC" -

1

(29n-1
1

(29n-1
1

(29n-1

(2k)n-2

cl2k1

2k e
Sn eiYeienr(Y)F'(y) dy

_2k
/<2k

9

1

litik(e) en)1 okei {2+ Ir(Y)14}

Let I denote the second term on the RHS of the above inequality. If < 1, then

by the hypotheses of on F, we have

1I <1k,
,flIr(Y)1 dY 02kel 11

12 1e11 Yi<2k



Fi(r) is increasing on

either 11111111 or 21r11..

inequality follows if 12kel

Now consider rt > 3.

fy' ES' -2

ryn f2k

(292 JO JO

I = 2 [2klen1Y )1dy
12k-1 Jo

2 f2kIN

12k1

suppF' n Apo) ). Thus / < 2C12kel 1, where C is again

Consequently, fl)1 C12k < cl2k . The last

> 1. The case n = 2 is done.

Ieg.vez6,r(Y) dY
Y1<2k

7i

da(V) f eirlelcoso(sin o)-3 de

1, 7n f eir slels(1 2)n-42 as,
-1

where 7n is a constant depending on n. In particular, when n = 3, we have

ilk (e, fl) = f2k nr irlel
(292 0

(r) c .,.COSe dO) dr.

Let 0 < ö < 1. This 5 will be chosen later. We write

f2k f7r

+6

10

where C is either 11F'111 or 21111. (For the latter constant, we use monotonicity of r

to evaluate the integral). Now suppose that 1Gil > 1. Since F is a radial function, F

is an even function, and therefore F' is an odd function. So

2k= 2121kenell fo11-1(01 dY

and by the change of variable y luy, we have

Iik(e,G)
1

1

(2k)n-1

where r = IYI, 10 = 1, ly'l = 1.

Note that

fy'eSn-2

f2k
eiWr(6''Y')egnr(r)rn-2 dr do-(0



K1(0) -=
cos(9)

2k cos BeienF(r)Lgrirr(r) + 1] dr.
cosy))

2k
So 11(10)1 <

1 cos(9)1 {2 ± fo2k I nliri(r)1 dr}

Using the same technique as in the proof of the case n = 2, we obtain

f2k

j lengi MI dr < C,

2k
where C is again either 111111 or 211F11. Hence 11C1(6)1< C and so

01cos(0)1'

2kr-o 1
< f 05-6 11(1(0)1 dO < C dO- -I 0 cos(9)12k5 1 2k 1 2k 1< C dO < C < C - .

° 1 cosCi 6)1 sin(6) - 6

The last inequality follows since sin(6) > for 0 < 6 < 1. ( Note that the function
71

h(0) = sin(0) - is concave downward on [0, and that the value of h is zero
7r

at the endpoints. So h(0) > 0 on [0, ). Now for the integral 13, with a similar

calculation as for /2, we get

1131

2k 1
2k1

< <C < C--.
+ 6)1 - 0 sin(6) - 0 6

Therefore,

11-11c(,en)1 7n {'d1-121 1-1-31} < (2C1c)2
{ 2k

26+ )(292 }

1

1cos(0) 1 - 0 fi7+6 cos(1 + 6)1
dO < C2k dO

1

11

Denote the three integrals on the RHS of the above equation by /1, 12,13 respectively.

It's clear that 1/21 < (2k)26. Now consider

2k

enr(r)reirl Ic"° dr a L2 K1 (0) dO

Integrating by parts yields

reir cos Be(r) 2k

11= fo

(fo



Here, we consider the case that 12k1 is large, i.e., 12k1 > 1. We choose (5 =

whence < C 12k

For n > 4,

1f2k n-4
ilk(e) en) 7n (29n-1 Jo ei6-'1'(r)Tri-2 (f e(1eir1618(1 - s2)-T- ds

-1

If n = 4, then the inner integral becomes

1

2/. cos(rlels)ds= 2 sin(rIel)

7.1 1

and thus

lilk() < f2k rd <C2 ke -1
(293 o lel r

12 el C12 l 2 (here 12kel > 1).

When n > 5, by integration by parts,

I
eirl°(1 - s2).Y ds 4 11 eirf6ls (1 - 82) n2 6

i
2s ds.

I 2 irlel

So

1 f 2k f 1 i6nr(r) n-2 eir0
= 7n(n 4) (29-1 e r ire l

(1 s2)s ds dr

1 (1 s2).1' f 2k ienF(r) n-2 eir10
dr ds.7,(n 4)(29n-1

0 irlel

Thus

en) 1C (291n-1 f 1 1(1 S2)Y.S1

2kf r
dsC (29171-1 /1 1(1

111 13 )
C <

12kel I

Applying theorem C in [7],

liuk * f (x, x = sup (n)I I ,)..,1 yf (x Xr), F (Y)) dYsup
1

k fll<2k

2k irs
eiGiF(r)rn-2

drl ds
ire
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is bounded on LP (Rn) for all p> 1. Since f is in LP (Rn) if and only if If is, we see

that

{
1

sukp (2972_1 flyl<2k If (x y, xn FM) I dy}

is also bounded on LP (Rn) for all p> 1. Finally it's obvious that

1111 f (x, xn) < (2n-1)f (x - y, - FM) I dY}flyi<2k1

Hence the maximal operator M is bounded on LP (R) for all p> 1.

2.6 Proof of Corollary 1:

By applying Theorem 1, it suffices to show that the maximal operator

Mr g(xn) = sup { f (xn - r(o) dt}
r>0 It1<,

is bounded on LP (R) for all p> 1. Since F is a radial function, it is an even function.

So

f ig (xn - F(t)) dt = 2 f r Ig (xn - F(t)) dt.
r r o

Since F is strictly increasing on [0, oo), and F' is increasing on (0, oo), we have F' > 0

on (0, oo). By the Inverse Function Theorem, F-1 exists and F-1 E (r[0, oo)) . By

a change of variable w = F(t), we have

fr(r) Ig(xn w)1 dw fr(r) Ig(Xn 01F-1/(W) dWf r (x -n - F(t)) dt --=
r r(o) ri(F-1-(w))r o r r(o)

F-1'(w)
Ig(xn w)lx[r(o),F (r)],w, rdw- Igl

Note that F-1- is strictly increasing because F is. Since F-1 is strictly increasing

and F' is increasing,

F-1'(w) 1
hr(w) = X[r(0),F(r)1w) r rp(r-i(w))

is decreasing on [F(0), FM]. Note also that

fRh, (w) dw = 1.



Therefore, * hr(x)1 < CMHg(x), where Al H g(x) is the Hardy - Littlewood

maximal operator. The inequality above holds for each r > 0. Consequently,

Mg(x) < C supr>0 gi * hr(x,i) < C Mio(x,), which is bounded in LP(R) for all

p> 1. The proof is finished.

2.7 Proof of Corollary 2:

1 fr
It's enough to show that - (xr, - F (t)) dt is dominated by the Hardy-Little-

r 0

wood maximal operator. From the hypotheses of the corollary, we have

1f rr
Ig(xn r(0)1 dtr

1 r(r) Ig(xn - w)1
r fo P(F-1 (w))
1 fr(r) Ig(Xn '01 dw
r P(r)

1F(r)

< C-7"Hg(xn).

aF(r) /01 dw

The second inequality follows from hypothesis c). Corollary 2 is proved.

14



then we say that h(v ,) e LP (L).

Define the maximal operator Mv by

1 fr
Mvf(x,x.) = SUP {- (x tv,xn F(t)) dt} ,

r>0 r o

where F(y) F(y) is again a real, measurable, and radial function on Rn-1-

The Calderon-Zygmund method of rotation greatly reduces the study of n-dimen-

sional singular integral operators to the study of one-dimensional singular integral

operators (see [3]). In light of this method, we would like to handle the n-dimensional

maximal operator M, defined by

1
M f (x, xn) = sup (x - y, xn - F(y)) dy} (x, y E Rri- , xn E R).

r>0 rn 1 flyl<r

Following this method of rotation, one writes

1

M f(x,xn) sup If (x tv, , xntv , xn r (0)1 tn-2 dtdo-(v)}r>0 r1 '-2 itl<r
1

sup {- (x - tv , xn - F (WI dt do- (0}
r>0 iSn-2 iti<r

Chapter 3

Maximal Operators in Lebesgue Mixed Norm Spaces

3.1 Introduction:

We denote x E Rn-1, xn E R, and = (x, x) e R. Let v denote the unit vector

in sn-2, (n > 2), and do- (v) denote the Lebesgue measure on Sn 2 . Let 6a denote the

dilation defined by (5 ag (t) = g (at). Also, let LP(Lq(sn-2), rcrIn) denote Lebesgue mixed

norm spaces; i.e. if

\ ,
Ih(v, )1q do-(0) <0 0 ,

15

= h IILq(sn- 2 ) LP(R) (f2
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< f [sup { -1 f f (x - tv,, - F(WI dt}] do- (v)
sn-2 r>o r It1<,

fsn
Mv f (x, xn) do- (v)

This motivates us to investigate the boundedness of of My f in LP(Lq (sin-2), Rn).

Lung-Kee Chen provided the best possible result on the boundedness of the maximal

operator

Mro f = sup { f r f - TtV)1 dt}
r>o r o

in the Lebesgue mixed norm spaces (see [4]) ( Here, E Rn, ii E Si'', Tti1 =-

(ta'vi,...,tanv,), and 0 < al < a < a7 ). We would like to obtain a parallel

result for our maximal operator Mn, by following some similar ideas to those in the

proof of [4].

3.2 Theorem 2:

Let F(y) F(1y1) be a real, measurable, and radial function defined on Rr n > 2,

which satisfies the following conditions:

Either

F(r) E (R),

F(r) is monotone on [0, oo), and

IP(r)1 is increasing on suppr n [0, Do)

OR

Fi(r) E (R), and

II-y(01 is increasing on supp F' n [0, cc).

Suppose that Mpg is bounded on LP(R) for all p > 1. Then 11M,,, f11,,,(,,(sn_2),Rn) <

cl If I ILp(R.), provided that either

2(n - 1 + 13) q(n - 1 + 20)
1 < q < and < p < oo, orn - 1 n - 1 + 2 Oq



2(n 1 + /3) <q
n 1

Mv f (x, xn) =

and

Here ,3 = 1 if n = 2, otherwise /3 = if n > 3.

3.3 Corollary 3:

Let F be on its compact support. If F is strictly increasing on its compact support,

and if r' is increasing on its support, then IMfIlLp(Lq(s.-2),R.) 11,(R.), where

p and q satisfy exactly the same conditions as stated in the theorem.

3.4 Proof of Theorem 2:

Assume without loss of generality that f > 0. Observe that

sup {
1

f (x tv, xn F(t)) dt}
r>0 r

< 4 sup Ak * f(z,xn)
kez

where Ak is defined on Rn by

2

Ak f( xn) = f (x 2ktv, xm 62kF(t)) dt.

It is therefore enough to show that supkc

theorem.

For a E C, we define a family of operators {Tgvf }c, by

TIZf(x, xn)
(1 + 12kx12)

i2k t(1,,X) eiX,,o2kr(i) dt (x, xn)

rnk(V, )/(--X), (X = (x, x); X E , xn ER).

Notice that 7V vf (x, xn) = Ak f (x, xn). In order to prove the theorem, we need the

three lemmas below:

q(n 1)
< p < co.

n + 2,3

17

z lAk * f satisfies the conclusion of the



for

for 1 < < P < , (P > 1).
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2(n 1 + 0) 2(n 1 + 0)
< 13, q < -n + 20 n

The theorem then follows by applying the real interpolation theorem to the above

results and lemma 1.

3.4.4 Proof of Lemma 1:

The case p = oo is trivial. We shall consider the case 1 < q < p < oo, (p > 1).

For x E RTh-1, we write x = sv xi, where v E S2, s e R, x1 E Rn 2, and sv is

orthogonal to xi-. Then

2

Ak * f (x, x.) = f (x 2ktv,x,, 62kF(t)) dt

3.4.1 Lemma 1:

suplAk * f I
kEZ LP (Lq)

clIf Ilp

3.4.2 Lemma 2:

supkEz C fL2(L2)) 112 for < Rce < n, where 13 = 1 if n = 2,

and 0 = if n > 3.

3.4.3 Lemma 3:

If n > Roe > n 1, then supkeZ 1Tgv f LP (L) < clIfIlp for 1 < q < oo,

1 < p < oo.

Applying the analytic interpolation theorem with mixed norms ( see [1], [2], [16],

and [17]) to lemma 2 and lemma 3, we get

sup l * f I clIfIlp
kEZ LP(L)



Now

SUP lLk * f (x, x.)1

(The second inequality follows from Theorem 1).

Thus sup Ak * f 5_ clIfIlp.
kEZ LP (Rn)

Hence, for 1 < q <p < co (p > 1), we have

z2
f L + (s 2kt)v, x 62k F (t)) dt

2

f ,v) (s 2kt, xn 62kr(t)) dt

1 f2k+1
g Lk f(x-L,) (8 t, x F(t)) dt

2M(8,x).1(x±,.)(81 xn)

for all k E Z.

Here m(s,xn)f(x±,v)(s, xn) is the maximal function along hyper-surface acting on

the s and xn variables. Thus

SUP lAk * f (x, xn) 1 = sup k * f(x±,v)(8, xn)I 214,x.)f(x±,)(8,Xn).

= fR
fRn-1

(sun * f (x, xn)1) P dx dx.
LP (Rn)

fR IRn 2 fR sukplAk * f(xi,n)(8, xn) ds dx-L dxn

Pf fR fR sukp lAk * f m(s, xm) ds dxn dx-L1

2 fRn-2 fR fR 1M(8,) f ,o(s, xn)1P ds dxn dx-L

CfR-2 fRLIf(x±,v)(,,xn)rdsdxndx-l-

c (x-L + sv, xn)IP ds dx-L dx,

fR
(x, xn) dx dx =

II sup * 16(sn_2)
kEZ LP (R")

II suP lAk
kEZ

C1111fIlpIlLg(s-2)

<

Lq(S,-2)

19



2

kEz
sup 17-g, f < E 177,1,vf - (Pk a k) * f + mr,[!M7iFf(x,xn),

where mill is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function acting on the ith variable, and

M : is the maximal function along surface acting on the x7, variable.

To prove that supkEZ IT1C7) f is bounded on L2 (L2), it suffices, by Plancherel the-

orem, to show that

fsn- 2
E ) - iik(x)cik(x)12do-(v)

is uniformly bounded for every in R. We have, on the one hand,

rnk(v,x) fik(x)(ik(x7i)1

1 2
,ix(52kF(t),it(v-2kx

r2

+ 12kx12)-c2i
dt Pk(X) e2kr(t) dt

1

c 2

2
ixrio kF(t)

eit(v-2k x)

+ 12kx12)-(21 15k(x)} dt

Z2

eit(v2k x)

(1 + 12kx12) lak(x)
dt.

20

where the first inequality follows from the Minkowski's inequality for integral. Lemma

1 is proved.

3.4.5 Proof of Lemma 2:

Let p be a positive Schwartz function with compact support in Rn-', p E C000(Rn-1),

such that f
-1

p(x) dx = 1. Let Pk be defined on R' by pk(x) = (2kr-11 p(S2-kx).
Rn

Then .75k(x) = 15(2k x). Let o-k be defined on R by

2

ak * g(Xn) = fRo-k(y)g(xr, y) dy = g(x 62kr (t)) dt,

so that
1 12k+1

o'k(xn) = g er(t) dt.

Observe that



Using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 1 for the case n = 2, we see

that

2

<
1 c c

IS
Irrik(v, ±)12 da(v) < (i ± 12k x12Ra

1 ) 12kx1 12kX1
2 2Rct+2'

The last inequality follows if 12kX1 > 1, regardless of whether Ra > 0 or Ita < 0.
1 1

( If Icta > 0, it's clear that (1 12kx12)Ra < 12kx12Ra , while if Ra < 0, then we

use the assumption that 12kx1 > 1, so that 1 + 12k x12 < 212kx12, which implies that

(1 + 12kX12)*al < (212kx12)19zal , whence 1 < C R ).
(1+ 12kx12)R' 12kx12 a

For the case n > 3, we have

fs,-2 link(?), -.)12 da (V)
1

(1+ 12kX12)ct fsn-2
f7r

(1 ± 12ke)a

f7r

(1 ± 12kX12)a

Let 6 e (0, 1). This will be chosen later. We write

117

2

I1 6

ix,,c 5 2k F(t)eil2k xl (cos O)t dt
2

L2-6
dO =

fo

<

21

The integrand immediately above is a smooth function of x, and equals zero when

x = 0. By the Mean Value Theorem, one has

eit(v.2kx)

(1 ± 12kX12)-'2
Pk(X)

so that

fSn, -2 l'ink(v,x) 15k(x)dk(xn)12 do-(v) < Cl2k x12

On the other hand, if n = 2, then x E R, and

Ln-2
)12 da(v) =

j.2
e 2 eiXno kr(t) (i2kt)(v.x) dt da(v)

2

1.2
eixmo2kF(t)ezpkx1(cose)ta't (sin O)-3d0

2

f2 e2kF(t)eil2kx1(cose)t dt dO.

2

i+6+1 .

L+.52 2

1 2 dt
2

1
2f2

eix2kr(t)e-i(2kx)t dt(1 + 12kx12)i.I eiX'62kr(t)ei(2kX)t
(1 + 12kX12)1



Hence,

fsn-2

/3 <

(1
Imk(v)t-)12 do-(v) < + 6} .

(1+ 12kx12)i 112kx1262

If 12kx1 > 1, we choose 6 2kxfl, so that

Imk(v, )12 da(v) <
Ln-2

12kX 12Ra+

Therefore, if 12kx1 > 1, we then have

Irnk(v,t)12 do-(v) <
12kx12(Ra+"3)1

1f 2k+1 ezxr(t) col (COS o)t dt

12kX11 COS O.

Here again, we integrate by parts and apply the same strategy as in the proof of

Theorem 1 to obtain the above inequality. Therefore,

dO
12kecos20

1

12kx12 Jo COS2(72± 5)
dB

C
12kesin26 12kx1262.

The last inequality follows because sin(6) > for 0 < 6 < 1. By the same token,

one has

fir 1
dB <

4+6 12kx12cos20 12kx12 COS2(i- + 8)

C
12kesin26 12kx1262.

22

and denote the three integrals on the RHS of the above equation as /1, 12, and 13

respectively.

It's clear that 12 < 26. Next, for I and /3, we observe that

2

e2k r(t)ei2k lxi(cos e)t dt
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where /3 = 1 if n = 2, and 3 = I if Ti > 3. Finally, /5 is a Schwartz function because p
3

is. So 1/3(2kx)1 < for 12kX1 large. Consequently,
12kx12(9°`+'3)

Irrik(v,±) - i5k(x)rik(x012 da(v) < Orlin 12kX12,
12kX12(Ra+13)

so that

E fsn-2 Irrik(v,t) A(x)4(xn)12 da(v) < C

for every t E Rn, if ?x> 3. Lemma 2 is proved.

It remains to prove lemma 3. The proof of this lemma requires the following

lemma.

3.4.6 Lemma 4:

Let n be any real number. Let F satisfy the hypotheses in the theorem. Suppose that

Mrg(x2) = sup {-1 f 19 (x2 r(o) dt}
r>0 r Itl<r

is bounded on LP(R) for all p> 1. Then

r
lof (xi, x2) = sup {- If (xi - t,x2 - F(t)) dt}

r>0 r Itl<r

is bounded on LP(R2) for all p > 1.

3.4.7 Proof of Lemma 4:

We use Theorem C in [7] to prove this lemma. There is nothing to prove if n = 0.

So we consider the case n 0. For k E Z, define btk and it2 by

1 ei(olt+2r(t)) dt, t E R, and2) = 2k /t<2k

1i
I k2r(t) dt, t E R.f.tiN2) /4(0,6, - 2k Iti<2k 6



Then ilk are finite Borel measures, Ilk > 0. Also, We have

,
* f(xi, x2) = fltl<2k f (xi - ijt, x2 - F(t)) dt; xi, x2 E R,

and
1

g(x2) = fg(x2 F(t)) dt.
Itl<2k

It's obvious that

sup g(x2)1 < csup{-1 lg (x2 F(t)) dt} .

r>0 . Itl<r

Thus by hypothesis, supk lp,2* g(x2)1 is bounded on LP (R) for all p > 1. Observe that

1 f
k(6, 6)1 eze2r(t) (eteoit 1) dt

2k ilti<2k

- dt
z- .11ti<2k

1 f
16r1tdt

2k iltl<2k

leg)! fltl<2k dt = 21772%1

Also, by the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain Itik(ei, 6)1 <

Cln2keirl. Because 77 0, 2/ < 1771 <21+1 for some IE Z. Therefore, we may apply

Theorem Gin [7] ( with a lacunary sequence {21+9
kEZ

) to conclude that suPk litk* fl

is bounded on LP (R2) for all p> 1. Reading the proof of Theorem C in [7] carefully,

we see that the bound is independent of 77. As a consequence,

24

1
sup { -
r>0

f (xi t,x2 F(t)) dt

is bounded on LP (R2) for all p> 1, and the bound does not depend on 77. Because f

is in LP (R2) if and only if IP is, we infer that

1

sup {I If (xi X2 - F(t)) dt}
r>0 r Itl<r

is also bounded on LP (R2) for all p> 1. Lemma 4 is proved.



3.4.8 Proof of Lemma 3:

For 0 < noz < n, we let G denote the Bessel potentials defined on R71-1 (see [13],

p. 132), whose Fourier transform is C(y) = (1 + ly12) Next, we define G(y) by

di(Y) = (1 +12kY12)-i. We then have

f (x y 2k tv , xn - 2kr (t))q (y) dy dt; x, y c R

f (x
2k g, x. 62k r(t))Ga (y - tv) dy dt.

Because IG(y) 1 is controlled by (n > Rce > 0) as y-> 0, and because

(y) is rapidly decreasing as Do, we have

- tv) < Cxlyl<A BX1y1>A(y 1 - tvIn-Rclyh
(Here A> 2 and B { 11+ }71 will do ). Therefore,

< c
fRn_i

f (x - 2ky, x7, - s2k
ITZ,f(x, xn>1

2

C
f2 f (X 2kY, Xn 62k r(t))

XW1A dy dt
- tvin-ce

Denote the two integrals inside the curly brackets on the RHS ofX1tYhle>AabdoYvdet.inequality

IYIn

as /1 and 12 respectively. Notice that

2

1-2 fly1>A {1 f (x 2ky, - 62,r(o) dt ly11n dy

< Mnf (x - 2kY,xn)
dy

fly1>A IYIn

,c--°,

/y
Mnf(x - 2kY,xn)= L dy

i=o '2/A 1 yln

1< Y Mnf (x - 21' y, xn) dy
1=71d3 (21A)n irlY1 --21,4

1 1 f

1-0 (21A)n 2k(n-1) JIY1'='2k-f-/A Mnf (x y,xn)
;2,c 1 1

<
21 (2k+1A)n-1 fly1- 2k-r/A Mnf (x xn) dYi=0

'xl1,c) R-

2_, y f (x, Xn)
1=0

= 2/1//(Fil:,...,77=4)-M-nf(x, xn),

TZv f (x, xn)

25



Mo.,n)f(x - 2kY xn) dy
JIWD

M(1,n)f (X 2kY) Xn)

fIWD 1<D 17/,-RCE

/=--0

dyi dfi.

M(i,)f (xi -Yi, - 2k- xn) dyi

1
mriM k -

(21 D ) n 0 I + 1) 1 (1,n)f 2 y, xn)
1-0

D(R-±1)-- E[2(R--")-n]lmrm(1,n)f (xi, - 2k xn)
1=0

CMiu M(1,7) f (X17 2kfi, xn)

26

where M(1) is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator acting on the first n - 1

variables, and Mn is the maximal operator along surface acting on the last variable.

We now estimate the bound of I. Since v E Sn-2, there is a vi, say v1 such that

Iv]. 12 >
n -1 1.

Then

Il < f2 f(x - 2kY, xn - 62k r(o)
Li=tit-1 tvi dy dt.

Let D = A + 2, = (x2, xn-i), = (y2, yn_i), and make a change of variable

- tvi, we obtain

2 f (xi - 2kyi - 2ktyi, - 2k , xn - (52k F(t))< dy dt
JIMIf2<D

flyl<D
f (xi - 2kyi - 2ktv1, - 2k "y", xn - (52k r(o) dt}

The next to the last inequality above follows due to lemma 4, and M(1,n)f is the

maximal function along surface, acting on the first and last variables. But

<D

M(1,n)f (X 2kY, xn)
dyi

1 1Y1 1"a

Mo.,n)i (x1 - 2kY1, - 2k x.)
dyi

flY1,1=2/D
In-na

E (21D)
n) f (xi - 2kY1, X - 2kfi, xn) dYir"'a 1"-=-21D/==0

-cx)
1 1 f

E (21D)n-Ra 2k JIY112k+ID
-00

E (21D)n-(ct+1) 2k+ID
M(l

'
n) f (x1 -Yi,- 2k xn)dyi



if Rce > n 1. Therefore,

M(1,n)f (x 2kY, xn)

fIM<D
dyi dy

CMr M(1,n)f (xi, 2k , Xn) cry
W<D

_00

i=0
c E mHm(1,n) f 2k , xn) cifi

= CE 1

(2(2k)m_2jc1='2k+ID M111M(1,n)f (2c1,2-
xn)

1=0
00

C (2k+1D)n-2 '"-`7111 ivi(1,n)fE Dn (21)n-2 H

1=0

1

oo
c E(2n-2)/mH,...,

(2 n-1)MillM(1,n)f (X1, ±- xn)
1=0

= C M (1,n) f (X, Xn),

provided that n 1 < Rc < rt. Consequently,

T0f(x, x.)1 5_ C M(1,n)f (x,xn) + (x, xn)}.

This inequality holds for all k E Z. It is well known that the Hardy-Littlewood

maximal operators are bounded on LP (Rn). Thus, it follows from Theorem 1 that

sup Tka v f
kEZ LP (Lq)

for 1 <q < Do, 1 <p < oc. Lemma 3 is proved.

3.5 Proof of Corollary 3:

One just needs to verify that Mr g is bounded on LP(R) for all p> 1 and that M f

is bounded on LP (Rn) for all p > 1, 71, > 2. The fact that Mrg is bounded on LP (R)

for all p > 1 has been shown in the proof of Corollary 1. Also, applying the result of

corollary 1, we infer that M f is bounded on LP (R) for all p > 1, n > 2. Therefore,

corollary 3 is proved.
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3.6 Conclusion:

There are several questions which remain open:

If we remove the condition that F be a radial function, then what are the minimal

natural conditions of F so that the operator M will be bounded on LP (Rn) (p > 1) ?

If we replace the surface (y, F(10), (y E RTh-1) by a manifold

9104, g2(1x1), gn-m(lx1)) x E Rrn , 1 <m < n,

then what can we say about the boundedness of the operator M on LP(R) ?

We expect that the boundedness of one dimensional operators Mrgi, Mrg2,, Mçgnrn

will be the necessary hypothesis in order to make the operator M bounded on L2 (R7),

p > 1.

The next step is to investigate the same question in topic 2), with the removal of

the conditions that gl, g2,..., gn_m be radial functions.
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